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The Bank for College Men
Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
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43 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR
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corporations and individuals is solicited, and every lib-
eral banking attention promised.
•Cati>e,i) Branches in Old Town and Machias
If you want a first-class meal, promptly served, go to
COODE & DRISCOLL'S
.. RESTAURANT..
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FRUITS IN SEASON
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Blotters
Calendars
Mirrors
IVA M. GORDON
WITH Ample Capital and Surplus, A Strong Directorate, Competent Officers, and Modern Facili-
ties, We Solicit Your Accounts, and Promise
Courteous and Generous Service.
REMEMBER
In a NATIONAL BANK Your Interests are Guarded
by the United States Government.
Merchants National Bank
Bangor, Maine
PARADY & LURO
Plumbing
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Dealers in Stoves, Furnaces, General Hardware,
Gasoline, Paints and Varnishes
ORONO, - MAINE
TELEPHONE 38-2
TYLER, FOGG St CO.
Bankers
DEALER IN
ESTABLISHED 1893
Investment
Securities
1 MORSE-OLIVER BUILDING, BANGOR, MAINE
University of Vermont
College of Medicine
The fifty-eight annual session of this Collegebegins November 1. 1910, and continues eight months.A NEw BUILDING WITH
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CoMMODIOUS LECTURE HALLS
PLEASANT RECITATION Rooms
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MAINE MEN---
MAKE
A. J. LODER
The College Florist
The most beautiful floral display East of Boston.
Call and see them.
C," ILI NI 13 Lik. Orr •A. J. LODER,
THE SET OF YOUR COAT
and shoulders is the key-note of your entire suit
OUR FINE PRESSING AND CLEANING will bring out all of
the good and hide all of the bad points of a customer's figure.
U. of M. Cleansing & Pressing House
16 MAIN ST.. Tel. 37-2 ORONO. ME.
PRESCRIPTIONS
emit 'ibe Vbartnacp Co.
30 STATE ST., COR. HARLOW ST.
BANGOR, MAINE
SHIRTS GLOVES
FINE FURNISHINO FOR MEN 
McCANN'S QUALITY SHOP
87 MAIN ST., BANGOR
NECKWEAR HOSIERY
For All Kinds of
Repairing,
call on your Home Jeweler, where you can get best
results for your money in the shortest time. Our
stock is up-to-date and at lowest prices.
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and you can locate it every time, no matter how
; its position be changed.
Just as the proper tools produce the best work,
;90 does 
a responsive key action increase the
efficiency of a stenographer. It saves her strength.
1 Therefore, she ha
s a better grip on her work, is
more accurate, more rapid, gets a greater quantity
of work done. There is no "three-o'clock fatigue"
where the Monarch is used, and a few days' trial
: will convince you of this fact.
t 
Send for
Monarch Literature
I
Learn the reasons for Monarch superiority. Then
try the Monarch, to the end that you may know
that Monarch merit rests in the machine itself, not
merely in what we tell you about it.
i st
MONTHLY PAYMENTS
Monarch Machines may be purchased on the Monthly Pay-
meet Plan. A po card will bring full information.
! D. T. SULLIVAN, Correspondent
16 HAMMOND STREET
BANGOR, MAINE
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A TYPEWRITER TEST
THAT MEANS SOMETHING
Blindfold yourself. Have ten typewriters, of
different make, placed in a row—a Monarch some-
where among them. Try each keyboard in turn.
The machine with the lightest touch will be the
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ATHLETIC GOODS
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO U. OF M. STUDENTS
The S.L.Crosby Co 186 EXCHANGE ST.BANGOR. ME.
Wholesale and Retail Sporting and Athletic Goods
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1 Stetson Hats
1 $3 0 0 to $5.00.
1111.
BEST HAT VALUE IN THE WORLD
1 Lyford-Woodward Co.BANGOR, MAINE
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It's a Risky Business
to neglect your eyesight at a time when you are so de-
pendent upon it.
It's Our Business to give you normal vision by
scientifically examining your eyes and making for you
Perfectly fitting glasses.
Our store—where Mudgett Bros. used to be -is one
of the best and most thoroughly equipped in the county,
and will at once appeal to you.
Our examinations are conducted by registered Opto-
metrigts—experts in refradion— and we guarantee sat-
isfaction.
OTIS SKINNER OPTICAL CO.
19 Main St., Bangor, Me.
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University People and Residents of Orono
Will find it Convenient to keep
their Bank Accounts with
Merrill Trust Co.,
2 H Aril-10ND Sr., BANGOR, ME.
AS THEIR OFFICE is
OPEN AFTERNOONS
And Interest is Allowed on Daily Balances
Subject to Check.
OFFICE HOURS:
9 A. M. TO 3 P. M.
SATURDAYS, 9 A. M. TO 12 M.
CAREFULLY SELECTED INVESTMENT SECURI-
TIES ALWAYS ON tIAND.
BANGOR SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.
JACOB REED'S SONS
PHILADELPHIA
We are justly proud of the fact that our bus -
ness in supplying
Uniforms and
Equipments
FOR
School and College Cadets
is the largest and most successful in the United
States.
We are also splendidly equipped with every-
thing that may be required in
Presentation Swords
Swagger Sticks
Scarf Pins.
Fraternity, Club, and Society Hat Bands
Pennants
Presentation Belt Plat, etc., etc.
Send for catalogue.
Only strictly one-price piano store in Maine—Andrews', Bangor.
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DEBATE TONIGHT
1913 versus 1914 in Annual Affair
The Sophomore-Freshman debate will be held
in the Chapel this evening. The class debate has
always been good and considerable interest has
been taken in it, but it is expected that this one
tonight will be better than any for several years.
Quite a little attention has been drawn to the
debate among the Freshmen through the newly
organized Debating Club of that class, and the
general Debating Club has supported the sopho-
more team.
Mr. Ketcham of the English department, who
has had much experience in debate, has been
coaching both teams, and they are prepared to
give their audience a thorough and scholarly
discussion of their subject. This is as follows:
"Resolved, that the United States should make
no discrimination between the immigrants from
China and those from other countries." The
speakers will be, for the Sophomores, G. C.
Clarke, S. P. Danforth, and W. F. Maddison,
and for the Freshmen, AV. D. Towner, H. R. Clark,
and P. W. Monohon. In the absence of President
Aley, Dean Stevens will preside, and the judges
will be C. J. Dunn of Orono, Prof. E. M. Simpson
of the Law School, and Bartlett Brooks of Bangor.
The two classes will clash on this question
promptly at eight o'clock and no one should miss
the scrap. The question is good, the men are
good, and the debate will be good.' Of course
the two lower classes will be there in a body, and
from the talk going around many of the upper-
classmen are going to sneak away from their
studies and lend their presence at this function.
INDOOR MEET
Seniors Walked Away With the Indoor Event
Friday
Although no records were broken in the
Eleventh Annual Indoor Track Meet, which was
held Friday evening in the gymnasium, the
work in the different events was good enough
to make the meet a most interesting one to watch.
The Seniors won with a score of 51 points, the
Juniors were second with 21 11-12 points, the
Freshmen, third, with 15 1-12 points, and the
Sophomores last, with 11 points. Phillips, '11,
was the highest individual point winner, taking
four first places. Strout, '11, and Bearce, '11,
also did good work and between them won
twenty-one points.
Two new events were added this year, the
discus and the hammer-throw. These were
held in the afternoon on a wooden platform,
just outside the rear gymnasium door, the
weights being thrown towards the observatory.
A damp snow started to fall while these events
were taking place, soon wetting the platform,
which became so slippery that it was nearly
impossible to throw the discus or hammer from
it. A mat placed on it helped matters some, but
good results could not be obtained.
G. A. PHILLIPS, Who Won Four Firsts
The three relay races were, as usual, the most
interesting events and some pretty running was
seen. In the preliminaries of the two-lap, the
Juniors defeated the Seniors, and the Sophomores
the Freshmen while, in the finals, the Juniors
won from the Sophomores. The four-lap races
were won by the Juniors and Sophomores. The
Juniors won the eight-lap relay from the Seniors,
while the Freshmen won from the Sophomores.
The greatest excitement prevailed in the Sopho-
more-Freshman race when the Sophomores were
lapped with Towner, '14, running against
Wardwell, '13. After Towner passed Wardwell,
however, he could not keep the pace and was
in turn passed by Wardwell, who regained part
of the lost distance, but the race ended with the
Freshmen a considerable distance in the lead.
Summary:
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Broad Jump—Won by Phillips, '11; second, Ingham,
'11; third, Strout, '11. Distance, 17.7 ft.
Pole Vault—Won by Rogers, '13; second, Thomas,
'14; Gould, '12, Savage, '13, Jennison, '13, and Roberts,
'14, tied for third place. Height, 10 ft. 10 in.
Shot Put—Won by Hodgkins, '14; second, Bearce, '11;
third, Benjamin, '12. Distance, 44 ft. 1 in.
25-Yard Dash—Won by Waite, '11; second, Jones, '14,
third, King, '11. Time 3 1-5 seconds.
High Jump—Won by Phillips, '11; second, Richardson,
'12; Benson, '12, Sweetsir, '12, and St. Onge, '14, tied for
third place. Height, 5 ft. 3 in.
25-Yard Low Hurdles—Won by Phillips, '11; second,
Strout, '11; third, Waite, '11. Time, 3 4-5 sec.
25-Yard High Hurdles—Won by Phillips, '11; second,
Strout, '11; third, Ash, '12. Time 4 1-5 sec.
Discus Throw—Won by Strout, '11; second, S
'12; third, Bearce, '11. Distance, 100.0 ft.
Hammer Throw—Won by Bearce, '11, second, Sullivan,
'12; third, Thompson, '14. Distance, 123 ft.
Two-Lap Relay—Trials, 1912 (Deering, Schrumpf,
Lancaster, Benjamin) defeated 1911 (Hammond, Hart,
Waite, Walker.) Time 1 min. 13 4-5 sec. 1913 (Wescott,
Steele, McAlary, Hamlin) defeated 1914 (Jones, Peters,
Ferguson, Patterson). Time 1 min. 15 3-5 sec. Final
heat won by 1912. Time 1 min. 14 sec.
Four-Lap Relay-1912 (Deering, Schrumpf, Lancaster,
Jones) defeated 1911 (Hammond, Hart, Ingham, Walker)
Time 2 min. 42 1-5 sec. 1913 ¶Steele, McAlary, Little-
field, Pope) defeated 1914 (St. Onge, Martin, Harvey,
Morse.) Time, 2 min., 47 2-5 sec.
Eight-Lap Relay-1912 (Parker, Houghton, Poole,
Richardson) defeated 1911 (Whitney, Bartow, Blaisdell,
McCarthy.) Time 6 min., 28 3-5 sec. 1914 (Morris,
Towner, Philbrick, Snow) defeated 1913 (Power, Stevens,
Wardwell, Cannon). Time 6 min. 24 4-5 sec.
1911 1912 1913 1914
Pole Vault . . 51 31
Broad Jump 9
Shot Put 3 1 5
25-Yard Dash 6 3
High Hurdles 8 1
Low Hurdles 9 . .
High Jump 5 33
2-Lap Relay 5 3
4-Lap Relay 21 21
8-Lap Relay 21 21
Discus
 6 3
Hammer 5 3 1
Totals 51 21 11-12 11 15 1-12
+ •
On account of the absence of Professor L. H.
Bailey of Cornell, Pres. Aley gave the address
on "The Problems of Rural Life," Thursday
evening.
SENIOR ELECTIONS
---
Commencement Appointments Made—New Class
Constitution Accepted
At the recent meeting held by the Senior Class
George D. Bearce of Auburn was elected marshal;
George Henry Howe, Jr., Carib3U, orator;
Harold R. Sargent, Melrose, chaplain; Merton
M. R. SumNER, Address to Undergraduates.
R. Sumner, South Paris, to address the under-
graduates; Dunton Hamlin, Orono, valedictorian;
and Sumner Waite, Portland, historian. A new
feature was inaugurated which consisted in the
election of certain members of the class to the
following distinctive positions: Ham Id G. Wood,
H. R. SARGENT, Chaplain.
Hallowell, most popular man; George D. Bearce.Auburn, best athlete; Merton R. Sumner, South
Paris, the man who has done the most for Maine;
Bert C. Markle, Northampton, Mass., biggestfusser; Maurice F. McCarthy, Lewiston, bestlooker; Ashton H. Hart, New York, homeliest
man; Nathan C. Cumn-ings, Gorham, chiefbonehead; Dunton Han lin, Orono, shark;
Nathan C. Cummings. Gcrham, laziest man;
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Benjamin 0. Warren, Fryeburg, best dressed
man; Philip S. Strout, South Portland, most
bashful man; Nelson N. Scales, Guilford, grafter.
This list will be published in the Prism and will
be made one of the features at Ccmmencement.
A model constitution which had been drawn
up by the Senior Skulls was read and accepted.
It was decided that this constitution become
effective one week before Commencement, its
object being to serve as a model for the other
classes and enable them to conduct their business
in a parliamentary manner. Ashton H. Hart of
New York was elected cheer leader.
SYSTEMATIC TRAINING
--
-
Coach Smith's Plans Cover More than One Season
In one great effort to awaken the student body
to the weakness of Maine's track athletics and
the absence of a system which would tend to
make the track team each year less a team of
green material and more a team of experienced
men, Mr. Wingard and Mr. Smith are employing
every means for reaching the ears of the under-
graduates. A short time ago Mr. Smith sent a
communication to THE CAMPUS which hit the
nail on the head so hard that another Maine
college paper asked permission to use it in its
columns. and he is now fcllowing it up with another
pithy letter, which follows:
After reading your editorial in last week's issue of 
THE
CAMPUS, in which you very clearly present the 
short-
comings of Maine's athletics, I thought it only prop
er that
your efforts along these lines should receive th
e con-
sideration which is due them from the track tea
m. As
coach of this team I must say that every w
ord in the
editorial to which I refer appeals to me as being 
sane and
most decidedly proper. You speak particularly
 well of
the track situation, and when you mention the 
Freshmen
and Sophomores as being the men who must 
shape the
future of Maine's athletics, you strike a note tha
t is com-
mendable to say the least.
I must say frankly that I never in my life saw
 a school
or college where there was less attention paid 
to Track
Athletics than right here at Maine. As an exa
mple let
me say that last year there were ten men 
out for the
hammer throw out of the entire University of 
some 700
men. One of these men has left the Universit
y while the
other is still on deck. This fact surely 
demonstrated
marvelous head-wcrk on the part of last 
year's track
management, and is only one indication of just how
rotten we are in Track Athletics. Today wh
en I take a
candidate in hand to coach him for the hammer
, I must
first explain to him what that article is meant fo
r, what the
object of a 7-foot circle is, where to place his feet, how
to hold his handles, how to swing the hammer and 
a
million other kindergarten things. And this all must b
e
done before I can even begin to teach him anything.
I don't blame the boys, for they certainly must be
shown the same as any beginner. But I do blame t
he
system that allowed a whole Freshman class to pass thro
ugh
a whole year without one single man participating in th
is
event, which counts five points at the State Meet, the sam
e
as all others.
What is true of this event is in a smaller sense true of all
others. In the hurdles we have about three men w
ho
have had previous instruction, one of whom was a fres
h-
man last year. Think of it—One Single Freshman! In th
e
shot put the same condition exists. In fact, all down th
e
line we are Rotten, Rotten, ROTTEN!
Your scheme of developing athletes through the lower
classmen is my system in a nut shell. Your ideas about
the upperclassmen are my ideas. Every .fraternity on
the Campus should actually force all Freshmen a
nd
Sophomores into athletics, either by one means or anothe
r.
They should take more real interest in our welfare, an
d
make our business their business. I cannot too strongl
y
endorse everything that you say. I feel that Maine me
n
really don't realize just how poor they are! I feel that
they must be shown! Your effort to put the situati
on
fairly before them is one that demands the suppor
t
of every real live student in the University.
Some after reading this will ask, " Well, what is Smit
h
going to do that was not done before?"
Even you may ask this, and if so here is my answer:
I intend to coach at least ten lower classnien in the
hammer, shot, discus, hurdles, and jumps all the rest of
this .season. Today I have about five underclass
men
receiving instruction in the hammer, four in the shot,
five in the pole vault, and within the next week there will
be about eight whom I intend to shift to the hurdles. I
n
the discus our new material is very poor but within
 ten
days at the most I hope to have eight or ten green me
n
working daily on the board platform with the saucer.
In other words, I intend to open an athletic school,
for the purpose of teaching green material the why an
d
the wherefore of trach athletics. I intend to get men ou
t
for track work who never saw a running shoe before 
in
their lives, and break them in just as they do running
horses. It may be next year or it may be even three
years' time before we can use these boys to our advantage,
but if they will stick, the time is sure to come when the
seeds we plant today will blossom into laurel—the kin
d
they use in making Wreaths to place on the victor's head!
But who can make them stick if the upperclassmen
can not? It is now up to everybody to get on the job and
be active in their college life. It's up to us all to face the
situation and fight it down. Mr. Wingard and I can lead
this movement, but it's up to the students to follow.
It is up to the whole student body to wake uP, and pull
themselves together!
A. N. SMITH, Track Coach.
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Dishonorable as failure in studies deserves to
be, it has become one of the proverbs of the
University, handed down from graduates
"Stuck" to upperclassmen and from upper class-
men to freshmen, that "unless you get
'stuck' somewhat during your course, you miss
part of your college life." Such is the attitude of
mind which the student body, as a whole and
individually, have toward their scholarship stand-
ing. Such is the spirit which causes a non-pass-
ing grade to be regarded as a mere joke. Such is
the condition which makes the average rank of
the undergraduate body so disgracefully low.
Vet, as shameful as this situation is and as
injurious as it is to the reputation of the Uni-
versitv and to the spirit of the students in their
work, apparently its seriousness has not been
felt either by the student body or by the Faculty
and it has been viewed with a complacency
which long ago should have been thrown aside.
Indeed, as a result of the mid-year examinations
just past, fully as many students as in former
years, and from the reports of the Freshman
class it would seem as if more men than ever
before, failed, many of them ignominiously, in
the work of the last semester. And still, so
general and commonplace has the term "stuck"
become, that not a word of protest has been
raised either by the Faculty or by the students,
and when it is mentioned it is almost always injest.
While it is the student body who have to suffer
the effects of their own failures, it is not upon
them alone that devolves the responsibility for
these failures. The student body of the Uni-
versity of Maine may be taken for granted as
possessing the average ability of all student
bodies. Therefore, the condition which has
existed here and is allowed to exist here of such
a large proportion of the students being "stuck"
and so many being down in their studies to the
extent of ten hours or more, is not due to the
students. It is due to the system and the authors
of that system.
A system which allows a hundred and fifty
men to enter the University as Freshmen and
then fails, as it is said, three-quarters of that
class in a single required subject, is wrong; a
system which allows many students to be below
to the extent that they are, and still remain in
the University, is also wrong. It tends to make
the matter of good or bad standing of little
moment to the students, and it checks rather
than encourages any zeal on the part of the
students for high rank. Fellowship in dishonor
softens the sting. So, as long as it is the many
and not the few of students who are down, they,
however much they are urged, will not regard
the matter with the serious appreciation that it
deserves.
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requirements, certainly a large proportion of
that percentage should never have been allowed
to pass the entrance examinations in that subject
or submit credits for it. Far better would it be
for the general scholarship of the University, if
the Freshman class were smaller, provided they
could gain a satisfactory average mark, and were
not hampered at the end of the first semester
with conditions that are perhaps going to pull
back upon them throughout their course,
prevent them from participating in student
activities, and generally discourage them from
trying to gain better than a mere passing rank.
It is time that careful consideration should be
given to the scholarship conditions in the Uni-
versity, and to their causes. The present con-
ditions are far more detrimental than beneficial
to the good scholarship for which we want the
institution to stand.
Another Farmers' Week has passed and four
hundred men and women from all over the State,
many of them for the first time, have
Farmers' visited the University and received
Week some rapid, yet successful, instruction
in the most modern methods of many
phases of agriculture. The institution of Farm-
ers' Week four years ago was a great step in
radiating the usefulness of the University to the
people of Maine.
During the week several prominent agricul-
turalists from outside New England, who are
conversant with rural conditions throughout the
Country, addressed the meetings. More than
one of these did not hesitate to prophesy a great
future for Maine in agriculture, and if these
prophecies prove true they will be due in large
part to just this sort of work which the University
is now ( arrls ing on to pr,mote progressive farm-
ing in the State.
--+
After a long period of preparation and study
the S phomores and Freshmen are now rea
dy
for their debate which is to take place this eveni
ng.
As a proof of its appreciation of the work 
of
the three men who are to represent it, each clas
s
can do no better than to have its full membe
r-
ship present. To them also, as well as to the
upperclassmen, the debate in itself will be well
worth hearing.
There is more involved, however, than the mere
success of this one occasion. Mr. Ketcham has
been laboring arduously to train these men for
a strong, able debate, and the support which it
receives will count much toward the revival or
discouragement of debating in the University.
+ 
FARMERS' WEEK
Great Interest Was Shown by the Visitors
The success of Farmers' Week, held last week,
was a repetition of the successes of the past years.
The registration, between four and five hundred,
was made up of progressive men from all parts
of the state. The Women's Section was also
well attended, drawing a large number, especially
from Bangor and the surrounding towns. The
lecturers in all of the different departments were
given the chsest attend in, and in many instances
were detained after the hour by the questions of
their audiences. The various demonstrations
in dairying, poultry w,rk, meat cutting, farm
machinery, etc., proved very popular and valuable.
The exhibit of the Maine Seed Improvement
Society attracted a great deal of attention all
through the week. It contained the samples
of corn which were awarded the grand prize at
the last National Corn Show.
The work in the Women's Section was con-
ducted by Miss Comstock and Miss Chase of
Simmons College. It included all branches of
cooking and household economics, and met with
its usual warm appreciation.
The reception by the ladies of the Round Table,
Thursday afternoon, was a distinct success.
It was attended by practically all of the visitors,
and the time was passed very pleasantly.
Interest in scientific agriculture in this state,
is growing by leaps and bounds, as is witnessed
by the recent formation of poultry, dairy and
seed associations. It is the policy of the College
of Agriculture to foster this interest and to give
the farmers material aid in every way possible.
It is felt that the Farmers' Week just closed has
been of great value in attaining this end.
+ 
The University of Michigan is offering a course
in "gold 13ricks" to guide graduates against
fraudulent investments when they leave college.
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CONCERT AT BREWER
Musical Clubs There Saturday Night
The Maine Musical Clubs gave a very pleasing
entertainment in Brewer City Hall Saturday
evening at eight o'clock. The hall, though large,
was fairly well filled. The program was a great
success throughout, all of the selections being
well received, and the readings by Mr. Chase
were especially enjoyable. The surprise of the
evening came when the "Selections from Madame
Sherry" by the Mandolin Club failed to gain its
usual amount of applause. The concert was
followed by dancing in which many participated.
Music for the dance was furnished by the Uni-
versity orchestra.
ELIZABETHAN STAGE
Interesting Lecture Given by Professor Gray
Last Tuesday Evening
The lecture by Professor Gray on the
Elizabethan Stage was given last Tuesday
evening in the Library. Unfortunately there
were several other lectures the same evening,
and he had a rather small audience, but the lecture
was most interesting and enjoyable to everyone
and especially to those who care at all for the
Shakespearian drama.
Professor Gray began by discussing the re-
strictions which the conventior al foi m of stage laid
upon the practical dramatist, and by pointing
out the greater appreciation with which plays of
any period could be read when the stage equip-
ment of the time was fully understood. Time
did not permit a discussion of dramatic presenta-
tion preceding Shakespeare, but some of the first
slides illustrated the old inn yards enclosed on
three of the four sides, and surrounded by galleries,
where strolling players were accustomed to give
their shows. The arrangement of these courts
crudely illustrated the plan of the larger theaters.
A map of London showed the location of the
theaters on Bankside outside the city limits and
many ancient prints of old playhouses were
presented on the screen. Then followed several
interior views, showing the arrangement of the
stage. These all indicated the presence of an
outer stage protruding into the pit, and of an
inner stage over which was a gallery. The
procenium doors, over which were balcony win-
dows, opened onto the outer stage, and a curtain
was worked between the outer and inner stages.
This curtain Could be opened to make the outer
and inner stages one, or closed in which case the
curtain was the background of the outer stage.
This arrangement explains the order of scenes
in a Shakespearian play.
The outer stage with. the curtain for a back-
ground answered for all scenes like a street or
seacoast. During the progress of these scenes
the inner stage could be set with trees to represent
a forest or garden, or with other properties to
represent a court room or palace, as the case
required. As the scenes of a Shakespearian play
are, almost without exception, an alternation of
outer and inner scenes, in this way the story-like
dramas of the period were told with the same
rapid sequence of incidents with which we read
them. Thus the production of the play was
quite different in effect from the results we are
familiar with in the modern theater with elaborate
scenery and inevitable delays between scenes
where action is supposed to be swift and con-
tinuous.
Professor Gray was assisted by Professor
Chrysler with the stereopticon.
SOPHOMORE HOP
To be Held April 21st
The s-phomore class gives its Hop on April
21st. This will be one of the big social events of
the year and a strictly formal affair. The com-
mittee in charge consists of G. G. Tilley chairman,
C. E. Chandler, H. Hamlin, 0. H. Davis and F.
W. Haines. Music will be fnrnished by Pullen's
Orchestra.
PRISM
More Material Needed—Everyone Should Help
The 1912 Prism goes to the press in five weeks
and in order to make it a success more material
must be had, particularly grinds and clippings.
No flatter what ability the editors have they
cannot make a book without material.
The Prism will be of somewhat new design,
and very attractive. The cover is of stiff board
covered with dark green leather, the paper is
green tinted, setting off the dark bronze ink.
The art work will be one of its strongest features,being plain with no frills or scrolls, while all
cuts will be in black, no colors being used at all.
Pres. Aley lectured in Skowhegan last Friday
evening.
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BASEBALL STARTED
Squad Practicing in Cage—Part of Schedule
The entire baseball squad is now 4t work with
daily practice in the cage. The battery can-
didates have been out for some time, but the
general call was not made until last week.
Twenty-eight men have reported so far and are
working out under the eye of Mr. Wingard, who
will coach the team this Spring.
Out of this number there is a good nucleus of
old men about which to build up a team. Of
those who won their M last season there are:
Captain R. Smith, '11, Bearce, '11, Scales, '11,
Phillips, '11, and McCarthy, '12. Besides these
there are Cobb, '12, and Fulton, who played
varsity ball two years ago, but who were not in
the University last year. The pitcher's box
will be the most uncertain position for a time.
McHale, '12, who pitched the team to the State
championship last year, is playing major league
ball. No other man was used to any extent last
Spring, so it is now a toss-up as to who will be
Maine's stand-by in the box this year. Among
the pitchers who are working out are Libby, who
has done some work in the box for Maine before,
Ryan, who did some good work two years ago
but who may not be able to play this season,
Richards, '13, Shepard, '12, Fulton, '11,McNeil,
'14, Murphy, '11, and Daniels, '14.
Other men on the squad are: catchers, Smith,
Abbott; infielders, Bird, '13, McKeen, '12, Cobb,
'14, Chase, '13, Hussey, '12, Welch '14, Witham,
'12, Coyne, '14, and Wescott, '13; outfielders,
Wing, '13, Merrill, '11.
The full schedule will not be ready for publica-
tion until after the meeting of the Athletic Board
this evening, but several games have already
been approved. The first game will be an
exhibition contest with Colby at Waterville on
April 19, the first game of the New England trip.
On April 27, the team will play Harvard at
Cambridge. Three of the State games are also
definitely fixed: Bowdoin at Brunswick. May 6;
Bates at Lewiston, May 10; Colby at Waterville,
May 17.
Professionalism has debarred 150 Eastern
students from athletics.
In a recent intercollegiate cross-country run,
Cornell had 250 entries. Few other cc lieges
could rouse enthusiasm enough to have half as
many contestants.
The University of Washington adopted the
honor system just before mid-year examinations.
ALUMNI NOTES
Oliver Cummings Farrington, M. S., Ph. D.,
is an eminent alumnus of the University of whom
much good may be said. He was born in Brewer,
Maine, October 9, 1864, and received his earlier
education in the schcols of that place. He
received the degree of B. S. from the University
of Maine in 1881, and in _1888 his M. S. Yale
University granted him the degree of Ph. D. in
1891. Dr. Farringtcn married Clara A. Bradley
of New Haven, Conn., in 1896.
For a few years fc. llowing the attainment of
his bachelor's degree, Dr. Farrington taught
science in various Maine academies. During the
collegiate year 1890-1891, he was a tutor in Yale
and at the same time engaged in graduate work.
The following year he spent in the United States
National Museum as an assistant. In 1894 he
was elected to the position of Curator of Geology
in the Field Museum of Natural History, a
position which he has occupied ever since.
Dr. Farrington has done much authoritative
work which shows that he is considered an expert
in his chosen work. He was collaborator for
the department of mines and metallurgy of the
Paris Exposition held in 1900 and a member of
the International Jury of Awards at the St.
Louis Exposition. During the first ten years
of his work in the Field Museum, he was a
lecturer on mineral gy in the University of
Chicago.
The literary work done by Dr. Farming-
ton includes several vclumes on "Mete3rites,"
"The Volcanoes of Mexico," and "Gems and
Gem Minerals."
Hon. William Robinson Pattangall, M. S., a
loyal Waterville alumnus cf the University, was
honored in the recent election cf municipal
officers by being appointed mayor of his city.
Mr. Pattangall is a prominent member of the
present State Legislature. He was a member
of the legislatures of 1897, 1001, and 1909.
Besides being a successful lawyer, Mr. Pattangall
is prominent in newspaper circles of the State.
Taking the Waterville Sentinel as a weekly, he
succeeded in building it up into a daily with a
large circulation in all sections of Maine in less
than seven years.
'07. The following clipping is taken from a
Southington, Conn., paper :—An engagement
which was announced this morning and is of
great interest on account of the popularity of
both parties, is that of Miss Ethel Clement Sargent
teacher in English and Virgil at Lewis High
and William Bannister Alexander, principal of
the High School.
.--•••••
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BIDS FOR COLBY MEET PROGRAMS
According to a recent ruling of the Athletic
Board, the committee on athletic score cards,
programmes, etc., will receive bids for the publica-
tion of the programmes for the Maine-Colby
Indoor Dual Track Meet up to 12 M. Friday,
March 17. To be considered, all bids must be in
the hands of J. A. Gannett, Treasurer of the
Athletic Association, before that time. The
committee retains the right to reject any or all
bids. Further particulars of the competition
may be had upon application to the manager of
the track team.
LOCALS
C. L. Graham, '10, spent last week at his
home in Brooklyn, N. Y.
M. C. Bird, '13, spent part of last week in
Rockland.
J. S. Barker, '11, was operated upon last week
to prevent blood poisoning in a limb.
Max Wilder, '14, has returned to college after
an illness at his home in Augusta.
Prof. E. R. W'ingard represented the Faculty
in Chapel last Thursday morning.
G. B. Spear, '12, represented the .1Iaine Alpha
chapter of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
at its province convention held in Boston last
Saturday.
C. A. Chase, '13, spent the week end at his
home in Foxcroft.
G. D. Bearce, '11, and W. C. Bagg, '10, took
the civil service examinations last week.
E. A. Stanford, '05, visited at the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon house last week.
L. W. Gardner, '10, is visiting on the Campus.
Albert Day of Kennebec is visiting on the
Campus.
F. S. Jones, '14, was sick at his home in Augusta
last week.
Mr. Hart of Holden, visited his scn B. W. Hart,
'13, at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house last week.
The final examinations for the Winter term
of the Law School began Wednesday, March 8th
and end Wednesday, March 15th.
Albert E. Anderson, Esq., '09, of Portland was
a recent visitor at the Phi Alpha Delta house.
At the last meeting of the Assembly Y. C.
Chien gave a very interesting talk on, "The
Governments of Europe."
POEM BY CHAS. S. BARTLETT, '97
To The Stillwater
0 thou sylvan stream!
How oft in days of yore
Have I sat in peace upon thy grassy shore;
Each eddy passing, as it downward glides
Tells me a story of strife and pain
And victory now for dear old Maine. A
Centuries since, ere first the place
Knew white man's rule or kindred race,
Upon thy bosom the red man floats;
Of skins and bark were made his boats;
The salmon leaps in ardor free
As upward forces for north countree.
How sweet the picture here to dwell,
Wood and streamlet, brook and fell,
No lovelier spot on earth is foul*
Than Nature fair did here aboudd.
The Indian loved these forests lone
Here on this bank made he a home.
The deer and bear thy current brave
Stemming with force thy glistening wave;
The black duck feeds in meadows green
Nest in peace and all pass unseen;
The moose and beaver forever free
Nor do they heed nor strive to flee.
* * * * * *
The scene is changed:
For across the seas an alien race with his pale face,
Comes and views the beauties rare—
His is the blood of conquest dire
And our valley of peace no rest shall know
Till rifle and cannon supplant the bow.
The deed is wrought
For God demands
That man for all time shall work with hands;
An empire from the forest rose
As each sturdy English pioneer,
Conquered all things and dwelt him there.
The brave Penobscot expiring fell
Chanting to Heaven his dying yell,
Clutching the earth with stiffening hands
Bathed with his blood his fathers lands,
Only a handful now remain
Those war-like days ne'er come again.
The plow and saw now here abound
Nor hear we any other sound
Save the sturdy whirl of busy wheel
Or clashing solnl of steel on steel
Village and city iro:n lorest rise,
h 1r lofty spires pierce the skies.
* * * * * *
Now by thy banks is another scene, .
Looking backward through the green
A vista of beauty fills the sight,
Kissed by the evcninot's mellow light
Our college walls and chaptl gray
Sweetly call us to their way.
0 thou placid tide by memory blest
We love thee now above all the rest!
And Our College too as years roll us on
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Adown to death, from 4ire to son,
Thy name emblazened on life's scroll
Shall he on each breast as we pass the shoal.
* * * * * *
A broader and grander vision now—
The palm of victory every brow
Each Truth and Moral and Precept rare,
Shall at the end its fruitage bear—
The Great and Lasting Peace—" Sweet Rest,"
Maine's noble son's shall all be blest.
CHAS. S. BARTLErr, '97.
March 8, 1911. Auburn, Me.
+ 
SENIOR THESES
CIVIL ENGINEERING
HILTON, HAMLIN, BURGESS:
Bridge Design.
PHILLIPS AND LEARY:
An Investigation of the water equivalent of snow.
OAK AND WHITNEY:
An Investigation of Storage on the Penobscot River.
S. M. JONES:
Water Development in California.
DERBY, SARGENT, DAVIS, J. R. MERRELL:
Reinforced Concrete Beam Tests.
STROUT, HART, HowE:
Concrete Cube Tests.
BLANCHARD AND SAWYER:
Tests of Brick.
LORD AND GERRISH:
Cement Tests.
BARTON AND MAXWELL:
Cement Tests.
PEASLEE, DWINAL, HOOpER:
Triangulation.
BUCK AND WILSON:
Valuation of a section of the Maine Central Railroad.
INGHAM AND PATTERSON:
Highway Construction in Orono.
FITCH, COOPER, ROMANS;
Improvement of Highways in the Town of Winslow.
REA, SUmNER, CARLE:
Improvement of Highways in Oldtown.
LYCETTE, CUSHMAN, RUSSELL:
The Abolition of the Grade Crossing in Veazie •
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
D. E. MERRILL:
The Design and cost investigation of an underground
Electrical Distributing System for the University Campus.
A. S. ATWOOD, and VICKERY, H. W.
Production of Nitrates by High Frequency Pressures.
CUMmINGS, N. C.:
The Effect of Electrical Tension on Flant Growth.
R. R. DAY:
The Design of a Hydro-Electric Development.
J. W EVERETT:
The Design of an Electric Street Railway Car.
D. W. VOLLEY:
Power Transmission for a Textile Mill.
G. W. GIFFORD, AND A. W. GoODWIN:
The Design and Construction of an Electrically
Operated and Controlled Incubator.
J. P. KING, AND H. E. HARRIS:
An Investigation of the Power Problem of the Farm
and Farming Communities.
KINGSLEY, E. R.:
An Investigation of the Installation of a Street Rail-
way System.
L. M. LEBARON, AND K A. SISSON:
The Design and Construction of an Electric Fountain.
C. W. MURPHY AND J. T. ROBINSON:
The Design of a Practicg1 Plant for Electrical Fertiliza-
tion.
CHEMISTRY
A. D. CoNLEY:
The Alkylation of Isonclas.
W. E. BARTOW:
Fhe Bromine and Nitro Derivitives of Cymene.
A. C. EATON:
The Identification of an Oil from the Red Spruce.
S. D. T. GEARY:
The Picrates of the Hydrocarbons.
W. 0. HASKELL
Isoamyleyanamide and its Drivitives.
R. R. HENDERSON:
A Study of Inner Salts.
M. F. MCCARTHY:
Metal Salts of the Isonclas.
F. J. MORRISON:
Orthoesters.
E. 0. WHITTIER:
Methylcyanamide and its Derivitive.
F. W. NASON, AND C. PATCH:
The Efficiency Examination of an Industrial Plant.
AGRICULTURE
R. SmiTil AND G. J. XVINTWORTH:
Milk Inspection.
FORESTRY
G. D. I.3EARcE
PECKHAm, IV.
An Estimation Survey of Township 73 R II.
H. G. WoOD:
Planting and care of Shade Trees.
N. C. PINKHAM:
Forest Fire Protection.
- 4- --
EXCHANGES
• A men's chorus has been organized at Wisconsin
for the purpose of producing organizedoinging
outside of the glee clubs.
Russian youths are becoming much interested
in football and it may become a prominent game
in that country.
The taxation rommission in Kansas has ruled
that fraternity houses are exempt from taxation.
Thirty-five bouts were necessary to handle all
of the candidates out for wrestling at Columbia.
Amherst has a larger percentage of its alumni
in "Who's who" than any other American
college. The percentage is 6.6.
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To The Stillwater
0 thou sylvan stream!
How oft in days of yore
Have I sat in peace upon thy grassy shore;
Each eddy passing, as it downward glides
Tells me a story of strife and pain
And victory now for dear old Maine.
Centuries since, ere first the place
Knew white man's rule or kindred race,
Upon thy bosom the red man floats;
Of skins and bark were made his boats;
The salmon leaps in ardor free
As upward forces for north countree.
How sweet the picture here to dwell,
NVood and streamlet, brook and fell,
NO lovelier spot on earth is found
Than Nature fair did here abound.
The Indian loved these forests lone
Here on this bank made he a home.
The deer and bear thy current brave
Stemming with force thy glistening wave;
The black duck feeds in meadows green
Nest in peace and all pass unseen;
The moose and beaver forever free
Nor do they heed nor strive to flee.
* * * * * *
The scene is changed:
For across the seas an alien race with his pale face,Comes and views the beauties rare—
His is the blood of conquest dire
And our valley of peace no rest shall know
Till rifle and cannon supplant the bow.
The deed is ‘vrought
For God demands
That man for all time shall work with hands;An empire from the forest rose
As each sturdy English pioneer,
Conquered all things and dwelt him there.
The brave Penobscot expiring fell
Chanting to Heaven his dying yell,
Clutching the earth with stiffening hands
Bathed with his blood his fathers lands,Only a handful now remain
Those war-like days ne'er come again.
The plow and saw now here abound
Nor hear we any other sound
Save the sturdy whirl of busy wheel
Or clashing sounl of steel on steel
Village and city iro:n forest rise,
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Adown to death, from ire to son,
Thy name emblazened on life's scroll
Shall lie on each breast as we pass the shoal.
* * * * * *
A broader and grander vision now—
The palm of victory every brow
Each Truth and Moral and Precept rare,
Shall at the end its fruitage bear—
The Great and Lasting Peace—" Sweet Rest,"
Maine's noble son's shall all be blest.
CHAS. S. BARTLETT, '97.
March 8, 1911. Auburn, Me.
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The Design and cost investigation of an underground
Electrical Distributing System for the University Campus.
A. S. ATWOOD, and VICKERY, H. W.
Production of Nitrates by High Frequency Pressures.
CUMMINGS, N. C.:
The Effect of Electrical Tension on Plant Growth.
R. R. DAY:
The Design of a Hydro-Electric Development.
J. W. EVERETT:
The Design of an Electric Street Railway Car.
D. W. FoLuiv:
Power Transmission for a Textile Mill.
G. W. GIFFORD, AND A. W. GOODWIN:
The Design and Construction of an Electrically
Operated and Controlled Incubator.
•
J. P. KING, AND H. E. HARRIS:
An Investigation of the Power Problem of the Farm
and Farming Communities.
KINGSLEY, E. R.:
An Investigation of the Installation of a Street Rail-
way System.
L. M. LEBARON, AND K. A SISSON:
The Design and Construction of an Electric Fountain.
C. W. MURPHY AND J. T. ROBINSON:
The Design of a Practical Plant for Electrical Fertiliza-
tion.
CHEMISTRY
A. D. CONLEY:
The Alkylation of Isonclas.
W. E. BAHTow:
Fhe Bromine and Nitro Derivitives of Cymene.
A. C. EATON:
The Identification of an Oil from the Red Spruce.
S. D. T. GEARY:
The Picrates of the Hydrocarbons.
W. 0. HASKELL
Isoamyleyanamide and its Drivitives.
R. R. HENDERsoN:
A Study of Inner Salts.
M. F. MCCARTHY:
Metal Salts of the Isonclas.
F. J. MORRISON:
Orthoesters.
E. 0. WHITTIER :
Methylcyanamide and its Derivitive.
F. W. NASON, AND C. PATCH:
The Efficiency Exa.ninati-m of an Industrial Plant.
AGRICULTURE
R. SMITH AND G. J. WENrwoarE:
Milk Inspection.
FORESTRY
G. D. BEARcE
PEcKnAm, W.
An Estimation Survey of Township 73 R 11.
H. G. WooD:
Planting and care of Shade Trees.
N. C. PINKHAM:
Forest Fire Protection.
• +
EXCHANGES
A men's chorus has been organized at Wisconsin
for the purpose of producing organized singing
outside of the glee clubs.
Russian youths are becoming much interested
in football and it may become a prominent game
in that country.
The taxation commission in Kansas has ruled
that fraternity houses are exempt from taxation.
Thirty-five bouts were necessary to handle all
of the candidates out for wrestling at Columbia.
Amherst has a larger percentage of its alumni
in "Who's who" than any other American
college. The percentage is 6.6.
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In a recent contest at the University of Wis-
consin, the winning toboggan carried six passen-
gers and travelled 1550 feet in 22.5 seconds.
Cornell is looking for a new University seal and
prizes are offered for any suitable designs.
The bible study courses at Penn. enroll 725 men.
In an election conducted by the Equal Suffrage
League, Wellesley students voted nearly two
to one against woman suffrage.
The University of Pennsylvania has 5,389
students and 499 professors and instructors.
Michigan has a course this year in wireless
engineering. .This course is accompanied by
practical work and experimentation.
Pennsylvania, Cornell, Yale, Princeton, and
Columbia have organized an intercollegiate basket-
ball league.
Escaping gas in the Economics building at
Michigan caused a recess in that department for
two days.
The colored women at Kansas University will
have a member on the students' council hereafter.
The University of Missouri is selling copies of
her song in pamphlet form for. 8 cents a copy.
The girls of Wellesley College have organized
a fire department.
The Dental Building at the University of
Michigan is said to be the best planned and
equipped building for the purpose in the world.
Sophomore women at the University of
California are to give a "Doll Show."
Two skulls, whose ages are approximated at
15,000 years, are being exhibited at the museum
at Michigan.
Thirteen of the Legislators at Sacramento are
graduates of the University of California.
Pushball is doomed at the University of
Pennsylvania. It is not strenuous enough for
the spectators it is claimed.
The University of Oregon has three graduates
in the state legislature.
A professor at De Paurs has announced a new
course to be known as rural sociology.
A new rule has been made at Williams in
regard to cuts. The maximum number, now is
not to exceed one week of work each semester.
Northwestern University has added a new
class to its curriculum. It is a study of govern-
mental methods of dealing with the liquor
problem.
Yale has lost 10 football men this Year by
graduation, Harvard 6, and Princeton 2.
The University of Calcutta, the largest edu-
cational corporation in the world, -examines
10,000 students a year.
Michigan has scheduled a football game with
Princet m for next fall. This will be one more of
the "big games- and cannot fail to be an interest-
ing one.
A club for the promoting of wireless telegraphy
has been formed at Harvard.
Columbia has seven coaches to care for her
wrestling teams, they are so numerous.
A Porto Rican student at Wisconsin rode all
the way from Pennsylvania to Washington on a
bicycle.
Washington University has among other sports
that of hand ball. A tournament is to be played
there soon to determine who her best men are.
Dartmouth has a unique publication, the
"Angora.'This paper is devoted entirely to
communicati ms and protests from faculty, stu-
dents and Alumni, on matters of college good.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
QUALITY FIRST
That is our one constant aim; service next.
You will find something to your advantage
to buy here, at all times.
Carl S. P reble
Pharmacist
C'he Distinctive Store
92 CENTRAL STREET BANGOR, MAINE
Jones' Celebrated Finnan Haddie
areathe only Haddie onithe market that have been officially pro-
nouneee pure. For sale at ;retail by all first class markets and
grocers.
ALFRED JONES' SONS
Pr,ducers, Curers and Wholesale Dealers
140-142 Broad Street, BANGOR, MAINE
ARTHUR CHAPIN CO.
WHOLESALE GROCERS
100 Broad St., Bangor, Me.
Home-Made Candy
Saturdays I THE THISTLE I
Afternoon Tea
25c.
Miss Weed Miss Rackliff
Special Sale Fountain Pens and Stylographic Pencils at Cost
In order to close out the above lines, we sell at cost and so give our customers the benefit.
$1.00 Fountain Pens for 65c.
$1.50 Stylographic Pencil for 85c.
Valentine
Post Cards
$1.00 Stylographic Pencil for 60z.
$2.00 Stylographic Pencil for $1.25
OVER BENOIT'S I 
22 STATE STREET
Salads
35c. to 50c.
BBB CALABASH PIPES BBB QUICK LUNCH at JORDAN'S CANDY HOUSE
We cart y the largest line of Ca'abash Pipes in New England. WE DO CATERING FOR ANY NTJMBER
Strictly first BBB. the only guaranteed Calabash pipe maim- ON SHORT NOTICE
factured. Students' disc.mint al owed. Students are welcome
to make our store their headquarters; not necessary to buy. JORDAN BROS 149 MAIN STREET,
STREET ME.
8 HAMMOND fi. G. ESTABROOK'S SONS •9 OLD TOWNNext to Eastern Trust and Banking Co.
It is a funny difficulty in the way of
T"114i_TM113I1VG
that IRLIZETI yip m--Tir can't help you xvith.
°let-3mo
STAPLES aS GRIFFIN
Cash Grocers,
55=57=59 PICKERING SQUARE, BANGOR, ME
Best strings for your "fiddle"—at Andrews', Bangor
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THE EXAMINATIONS
you make into the advantages of good life insurance will lead
you more and more to think mightily well of life insurance in
general, and THE PRUDENTIAL LIFE INSURANCE COM-
PANY in particular. There are some vitally important reasons
why YOU should be a PRUDENTIAL policy holder; may I
tell you NOW? John L. Parker, 107-108 Merrill Trust Bldg.,
Bangor. Tel. 580.
Bring Your Shoe Repairing to Bangor
and have excellent work done at
Palmer Shoe Repairing Co.
Central St., Bangor
BE COURAGEOUS!
Be manly enough to acknowledge the superiority of our
Hart Schaffner 8c Marx Clothing, our cock-o'-the-walk
Furnishings, and Superior Footwear. And then be wise
enough to buy it! 
THE MILLER & WEBSTER STORES,
Clothing:
14 and 18 Broad St.
Footwear:
23 Main St,
Maine Creamery Ass'n
Kineo Butter
Sweet Heavy Cream
Pastuerized Milk and Cheese
BANGOR, MAINE
CLIFTON BEDFORD
28 in. high 41 in. high
Vhe New ARROW
xotch COLLARS
me., 2 for cr,c. Clnott, Peabody ,t Co., Makers
University of Maine Headquarters in Boston:
COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL
HUNTINGTON AVE., EXETER AND BLAGDEN STREETS
A high class modern house, most centrally located. Only one block from Huntington Avenue Stationof Boston and Albany Railroad, and from Back Bay Station of N. Y., New Haven and H. R. R.Electric cars pass the door for North Station of Boston and Maine Railroad and connect with "L" andsurface lines running throughout New England. Moderate prices, superior cui ;ine, attentive service,attractive rooms, each connected with long distance telephone. Courteous attention assured toladies traveling alone. 360 rooms, 200 with private baths.
AMOS H. WHIPPLE, Proprietor
IN EVERY COLLEGE CHAP'S ROOM (0=1
there should be an ample amount and appropriate quality of typical Cullege Furniture—good, solid, sensible effects, which will stand hard and long usage. We make a specialty
of furniture for college rooms; can supply everything needed in YOUR room, at moderate
cost. Special discount given to U. of M. students.
HODGKINS & FISKE CO.,
0 El
190=194 Exchange St.
0
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FOR SALE
The Gillette Safety Razor
= The Auto-Strop Safety Razor and the
I 
Enders' Dollar Safety Razor
which is considered by all to be the finest 4100 afety
razor manufactured
lill
al COME IN AND BE SHOWN
I NICHOLS DRUG STORE, ZRA'TP
GEO. E. LUFKIN
14 STATE STREET, BANG03, ME.
Typewriter Ribbons and Carbon Paper
Typewriters to Let Card Index Outfits
DAN. T. SULLIVAN
16 HAMTvIOND ST.
BANGOR
Next Door to Merrill Trust Buildi..g
Office Supplies Our Specialty
R. E. GREENE,
Manager
ACKER'S
THEATRE
OPPOSITE
BANGOR HOUSE
Bangor's
Popular
Play
House
VAUDEVILLE, MOVING PICTURES,
ILLUSTRATED SONGS
U. of M. Boys Always Welcome
How about the Ice Cream
and Punch for the
Next House Party?
GIVE US A TRY
J. EDWARD JORDAN, M Lti RS.3-415 ET
TT( C. H. GLASS & CO.
FOR YOUR NEXT PRINTING JOB.
Fl RST CLASS WORK
SPECIAL PRICES QUOTED ON ENGRAVING,
POST OFFICE AVE.. BANGOR. MAINE
University Laundry
Orono, Me.
New management—at your service
Excellent work guaranteed.
All laundry work repaired free. Give
us a try.
A. E. DUNLAP, Mgr.
Make this YOUR music house. Andrews', of Bangor.
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I BASE BALL AND TENNIS NODS I
LORING SHORT & HARMON
PORTLAND, MAINE
BOWDOIN COLLEGE
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
The Ninety-fifth Annual Course of Lectures will
begin October 13, 1910. and continue until June 21, 1911
Four courses of lectures are required of all who
matriculate as first-course students.
The courses are graded and cover Lectures, Recita-
tions, Laboratory Work and Clinical Instruction.
The third and fourth year classes will receive their
entire instruction at Portland, where excellent clinical
facilities will be afforded at the Maine General Hospital.
For catalogue apply to
ALFRED MITCHELL, M D., Dean.
BRUNSWICK. MA IN E. October. 1910.
LI... /AT. orr
WRIGHT & DITSON
Headquarters to ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
Base Ball. Lawn Tennis. Golf, Basket Ball. Track and
Field Sports
College students and athletes who want the real. su-
perior articles for the various sports should insist upon
those bearing the NA-right & Ditson Trade in irk
WRIGHT & DITSON, Boston, Mass
Lovering's European Hair Store
Switches and Pompadours, Coronet Braids and Puffs
Wigs for Ladies and Gentlemen.
TO LET.—Theatrical Wigs and Beards.
120 Main Street Bangor, Maine
Nearly Opposite Opera House
Telephone 403-13 Free Catalogue
MAINE MEN
MAKE HEADQUARTERS
AT
Johnson's Restaurant
Best Food—Quality Service—Price
Give us a try and see for yourself.
CENTRAL STREET, BANGOR
A. J. DURGIN
DeaTcr iii
Furniture, Hardware, Paints, Oils, Glass
Window Shades, Paper Hanging.
TRY A KEEN KUTTER SAFETY RAZOR
14-20 MAIN STREET ORONO, MAINE
REMEMBER THE
. C .
10c CIGAR
SOLD EVERYWHERE
DON'T FORGET
FOWLER'S DRUG STORE
104 MAIN STREET, BANGOR
DISCOUNT TO MAINE STUDENTS.
COMPLIMENTS OF
Penobscot Exchange
MOON & CRATTY
Bangor, Maine
F. G. ANT 1
IS THE
College Truckman
CALL HIM ON THE TELEPHONE
COTRELL & LEONARD
ALBANY, N. Y.
flAKERS OF THE
Caps, Gowns and Hoods
Hit .\iiii illtft,111.-p.t-, ;111.1 ruiversiiies
Class Contracts a Specialty.
Superior Wo,kniatiship. Reasonable Price
Rich Gowns for Pulpit and Bench.
SAMPSON BROS., Agents.
We repair Musical Instruments as well as sell them. Andrews', Bangor.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
A PUBLIC INSTITUTION MAINTAINED BY THE STATE
AND GENERAL GOVERNMENT
ORGANIZATION
College of Arts and Sciences, College of Law, College of Technology
(Electrical, Mechanical, Civil and Chemical Engineering), College of
Pharmacy, Short Course in Pharmacy ( two years), College of Agri-
culture (Forestry), Domestic Science, School Course in Agriculture
(two years), Winter Courses and Correspondence Courses in Agri-
culture; Summer Term.
Graduate Courses leading to the appropriate Master's degree are
offered by the various colleges.
EXPENSES
Tuition $6o a year for residents of Maine, $70 a year for non-residents
of Maine, except in the Engineering courses where the charge is $1oo
per year. Loans covering tuition are provided for needy students
who are residents of Maine.
COLLEGE OF LAW
at Bangor, offers a course of three years. The tuition charge is $70.
Eight resid and five non-resident instructors.
FACULTY
includes 96 names; students number 850.
EQUIPMENT 
includes 31 buildings large and small, 16 well-equipped laboratories
the museum, the herbarium, and library.
For catalog, and circulars, address
ROBERT J. ALEN', President,
Orono, Maine.
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College Chaps
Who are
Discriminating Dressers
Appreciate our
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Besse System and Society;_.
Brands of High Grade Clothing
R31111111111110111111111111I1111111111111[11111111111110111111111111(7111111111111C
"There's a Reason." "Let us show YOU."
Besse z.fishworth Co.
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MARCH
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Most Sensational and Beautiful Novelty Act ever here CARL NILSSON'S Aerial Sensation 10 people )
BALLET OF THE CLOUDS ro2
Far Away in Advance of Any Other Creation for Showy Entertainment
MON. TUES. WED. THURS. FRI. SAT.
KALMA & LaFARLON
"Ye Colonial Wizards"
ANTHONY and VISOCCHIANDREW
Whistling and Organetto Virtuosos
SPENCER & WILLIAMS
Up-to-date Singers and Dancers
REDED Sc HILTON
Presenting "At the Seashore"
NALON
 
IN HIS 
MUSICAL
 L EACCIT ICAL
THE 4 BRAGDONS Lci
Presenting "Fun in a Vaudeville Agency"
)1.711“.3 1-1'1I'lLTIe1f;r4 /XIV 11 C.!()IV4...7l1E.'lirl` ()Itt.111-1E;teirVI'litrik <i<
yg Three Performances Daily Matinee at 2.30, Admission 10c., Reserved Seats 20c
enings at 7 and 8.45, 400 Seats 10c., Reser‘ed Seats 20 and 25c.
NillEMENKOMIEN**NNENEMENEMX€14113ENENEKENEMIENE3IENIENOMENE101
Andrews of Bangor sells Pianos of quality.
